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Richard Such <wrichardsuch@gmail.com>
Monday, April 12, 2021 2:57 PM
Council, City
PHZ Zoning

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

We urge you to clarify that this designation applies only to commercial,
industrial, and multi‐family housing zones. We have lived in the R‐1
portion of College Terrace for 50 years and fear that the character of the
neighborhood is threatened by the possibility of effectively extending the
long‐standing limit on R‐3 zoning. Applying the PHZ process to R‐1 zones
might create a domino‐effect in which small, relatively affordable houses,
occupied by long‐term middle‐income homeowners, are squeezed out by
large rental properties. Such application would also increase the burden
on the Council of having to deal with issues of how to draw the line
between allowing multiple‐unit buildings in poorer neighborhoods and
disallowing them in richer ‐‐ or, to be honest, between richer and less‐
rich ‐‐ neighborhoods.
Richard and Jane Such
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Suzanne Keehn <dskeehn@pacbell.net>
Monday, April 12, 2021 1:50 PM
Council, City
Item 11

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

To the Palo Alto City Council,
From what I have read, we are renaming PCs to PHZs without ascertaining why the PCs
did not work.
They created traffic, more density and parking issues.
We should plan to put multifamily homeffor a family of four.s in commercial areas, they
can't be just studios or one bedroom apartments. Doesn't work for a family of four.
We need housing that supports below 50% of AMI, which is what is really
missing. More market rate, makes developers money but does not fit our goals for truly
affordable housing, that serve families.
Our R l zoning already supports adding 2 ADUs.
We should create more parkland, not less, if we truly care about climate change and
environmental sustainability. Developers will not comply with what is needed to make
us truly a diverse town.
Protect home owners by ruling out any up zoning of R 1, Perserve all 35 ft. height limits
for new projects near residential neighborhoods.
Incentivizing developers to build and to include a small percentage of BMR untits, does
not work for the families we profess to want in our community.
Please ask the staff to work out 100% affordable housing. We need to break out of the
'box' , realize what does not work and get creative.
Check out a book entitled Sick Cities, author Condon.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Keehn
94306
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia L Devaney <devaney@stanford.edu>
Monday, April 12, 2021 12:38 PM
Council, City
Fwd: Letter from the CTRA re: Wellesley Project

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Council members,
I think that most of us can agree that the Cato proposal for redevelopment of two single‐home lots in College Terrace is
a truly terrible idea for all the reasons outlined in the attached March 10th letter to you.
I'd just like to add that this seems like a great opportunity for the City Council to take a leadership role that will help
developers in the future not waste their time and money proposing such outrageous projects.
I strongly endorse the recommendation contained in the final paragraph of the attached letter:
In closing, the CTRA requests that the City provide guidance to landowners and
developers about where and what to build, rather than cede this responsibility to
developers. Without clear guidelines, we end up with misguided projects like this one,
not to mention other projects like this throughout our City and neighboring areas, as
detailed in communications unearthed through the freedom of information request.
Thanks for taking these views into account as you deliberate on this matter at tonight’s Council meeting.
And thanks for serving our City so well.
Cordially,
Patricia Devaney
680 Melville Ave
Palo Alto, CA

Begin forwarded message:
From: Andrew Fetter <andrewfetter@hotmail.com>
Date: March 10, 2021 at 12:33:42 PM PST
Subject: Fw: Letter from the CTRA re: Wellesley Project

FYI. This is a letter from our neighborhood association to the City Council....
From: College Terrace Residents Association <web@collegeterrace.org>
Date: March 10, 2021 at 11:54:21 AM PST
To: city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
Subject: Letter from the CTRA re: Wellesley Project
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March 10, 2021
Dear Mayor DuBois and Council Members,
The College Terrace Residents’ Association (CTRA) writes to you today to express our
opposition to Cato Investments’ proposed development at the corner of Wellesley
Street and College Avenue.
We oppose the plan by developer Cato Investments because it is the wrong project in
the wrong location. The plan proposes to replace two single family lots with a 24‐
apartment, 3‐story building surrounded by R‐1 zoned homes. The proposed complex
does not fit with the proportionally smaller neighboring homes, violates many planning
regulations, and ignores the reality that there are no 3‐story buildings of any sort in the
College Terrace neighborhood off of El Camino Real. Finally, the project lacks adequate
parking and poses a potential traffic‐safety liability due to its close proximity to an active
childcare center and a public library.
As one of Palo Alto’s oldest neighborhoods, College Terrace is home to a warm, eclectic
collection of residents and an even wider variety of charming architectural styles–from
high‐end modern to modest and humble. The atmosphere is that of a small community
where residents closely identify with their environment and each other. College Terrace
boasts a welcoming community filled with a wide variety and healthy mix of multi‐unit,
multi‐family home structures, single family homes and pre‐war cottages on
substandard‐sized lots.
The purpose of the CTRA is to enable residents to work together to maintain and
enhance the quality of life in College Terrace.
The CTRA’s objection starts with posture of the developer, Cato Investments, towards
the neighborhood, followed by the adverse characteristics of the project, and finally
their stated goal of making this their chosen “flagship” project that they would repeat in
our neighborhood and others, if successful. It should be noted Cato currently owns at
least 9 lots in the neighborhood, as well as more in other parts of Palo Alto.
The developer deliberately avoided the CTRA and city by first contacting the press to
debut the project. They continue to demonstrate avoidance behavior by neglecting to
answer calls or respond to email inquiries by neighbors and have yet to even schedule
their promised “community meeting” nearly two months after the project was first
announced.
Thus, the developer has clearly demonstrated their modus operandi, which is not only
blatantly disrespectful, but should also serve as a warning to the City of what to expect
if this project moves forward. Since they have decided to not engage with the
community, College Terrace residents used public information requests and research to
understand Cato Investments. We learned their mission is to create wealth for ultra‐
high net worth individuals and not, as they seem to imply, seek a path for affordable
housing for many. They avoid building large apartment complexes in their own
hometown, but instead seek to do so and repeat a profitable formula in Palo Alto
neighborhoods – not just College Terrace.
The developer asks for special, preferential treatment, through several means we see as
unreasonable and adverse to our community:
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1. A 3‐story building: No other building in College Terrace compares to this size and bulk
and this plan would be better suited along El Camino Real, perhaps as a mixed
business/residential space.
2. 24 units: Most of the multi‐family complexes in the surrounding area are four units –
as mentioned above College Terrace features several multi‐family, multi‐unit homes but
they are four units or less per property, with on‐property parking.
3. The plan indicates building 24 units on two lots; this would be equivalent to 72 units
per acre, far greater than any existing density in the neighborhood.
4. Planning issues: This oversized complex would require numerous planning and
building variances setting new precedents within Palo Alto. The variances include, but
are not limited to, the following:
a. a variance to build above current height limits
b. a variance to build a very steep increase in units per acre
c. a variance to join two single family lots together
d. a variance to violate existing regulations on setbacks and parking requirements
e. a variance on existing regulations of daylight plane and sightlines affecting
surrounding properties
The volunteer CTRA board meets monthly and seeks to engage our residents. In
January, we enjoyed one of the largest (virtual) gatherings of our neighbors in recent
memory. At that meeting, residents spoke overwhelmingly in support of the
neighborhood and ten to one against this developer proposal. The message was clear –
speakers support affordable housing, but oppose this project in this location.
Additionally, Cato’s timing is also clearly poor as we are experiencing a record number
of vacant rentals in the neighborhood–and at significantly reduced rental rates.
Since Cato has introduced the subject of affordable housing (we believe in bad faith), we
want our city council to understand two very important points. But first, we want to
remind you that, even including commercial corridors like San Antonio and downtown,
College Terrace has the 7th highest housing density of the 31 neighborhoods in Palo
Alto. The many small cottages on undersized lots and multi‐unit apartments in our
neighborhood are regarded by everyone who has chosen to live here as one of its great
strengths. This originally zoned assortment of mixed used housing adds to the
socioeconomic diversity and architectural character of our little neighborhood. Thus, the
character of our community is naturally inclined to be affordable housing supporters,
when affordable housing planning is done right.
However, where new affordable housing needs to be built to meet new policy goals
embraced by the city, it must be genuine, not fraudulent, and it must be pursued with a
rational plan and map developed by the city, not driven by opportunistic developers
engaging in land speculation. Here is where our two points come in: (1) City Council
should clear up the ambiguity in the Planned Housing Zone, which Cato's proposal has
targeted, by formally clarifying that the PHZ tool is, and was always intended, as some
council members have already indicated, to be restricted to commercial areas, and (2)
affordable housing policy cannot be responsibly driven through ad‐hoc zoning tools that
allow land speculators to opportunistically disguise their extractive profit‐motive as
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public‐minded leadership; instead, affordable housing goals should be pursued through
a thoughtful planning process to develop a city‐wide map that, among other things,
strives to make housing density from neighborhood to neighborhood more
equal. College Terrace supports affordable housing goals when they are pursued
responsibly. Cato's proposal has inadvertently demonstrated the above two ways Palo
Alto can improve its pursuit of affordable housing goals.
The CTRA opposes this project and requests the City of Palo Alto oppose it,
too. Although the intentions of the developer are not communicated clearly, it is easy
to trace their records and presume their interest is to serve their billionaire investors
who are not necessarily connected in any other way to our community. Our intentions
are clear: we welcome new residents with open arms and seek housing projects better
suited to the space and the neighborhood. The CTRA strongly advocates for more
affordable housing but views this proposal as ill‐suited to both the space and the
community.
In closing, the CTRA requests that the City provide guidance to landowners and
developers about where and what to build, rather than cede this responsibility to
developers. Without clear guidelines, we end up with misguided projects like this one,
not to mention other projects like this throughout our City and neighboring areas, as
detailed in communications unearthed through the freedom of information request.
Sincerely,
The College Terrace Residents’ Association Board
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Melanie Grondel <mel.grondel@gmail.com>
Monday, April 12, 2021 12:31 PM
Council, City
Melanie Grondel
Planned Home Zoning (PHZ)

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.
Dear Mayor Dubois and Councilmembers,
I want to thank you for reviewing the PHZ zoning regulation.
I appreciate the complexity in regulating new housing development in our city with its already problematically highpriced land
values.
With much attention paid to State mandates and financial investment strategies dealing with housing development, I am
concerned that two key groups of the public do not get enough consideration. These are the residents who would be living in the
"proposed housing" and the people that have to live with "the proposed housing", the neighbors in the near vicinity.
Housing planned on commercial and industrial properties has more land available for proper planning of a community of varied
density and varied income levels. With proper planning, adequate green space can be designed in as well as one parking space
per unit for a car, needed for family duties such as groceries and various other duties. For singles too, whether young or old, a
car is needed some of the time. Public transportation may get a family to work and school under the best of circumstances but
mobility across town and county is not well provided in our current transportation system. Well priced shopping and services,
school events, small outings to parks such as Foothill Park, etc. are hard to accomplish without access to a vehicle. Isolation
becomes a problem. Bikes and walking are the preferred ways of mobility. These modes need to be planned in for safe access
to daily trips to school and work. With a well planned complex or mini neighborhood on a large parcel of land, such as a
commercial or industrial property, access to transportation and shopping can be planned in.
On the other hand, when dense housing complexes are dropped haphazardly into single family neighborhoods that cannot
provide adequate space, open air and infrastructure, in the typical framework of the single family neighborhood, this new
housing will destroy livability for the residents of the new complex as well as for the neighbors who have to live with the
consequences of the presence of the new complex. Overcrowding, parking chaos, traffic hazards, noise, lack of trees and
plantings, as these are sacrificed to the development, are the result. Prized privacy is compromised for residents and neighbors
alike. Liveabilty is seriously compromised in what was a varied neighborhood full of character. In College Terrace, as in many
neighborhoods, that includes single family lots as well as RMD and R-2, all small in scale, (as opposed to R-20, R-30, R-40)
already offering considerable density and variety in housing options.
I request that you focus on commercial, industrial and underutilized government ownned properties (as appropriate), for new
housing development. There livability can be created for all, based on adequate space, resources and infrastructure.
Thank you for your consideration,
Melanie Grondel
College Terrace.
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Lu <jeffreylu6@gmail.com>
Monday, April 12, 2021 12:02 PM
Council, City
please do not make it more difficult to build housing in Palo Alto

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Council Members,
I urge you to carry forth a vision for an inclusive, reasonably affordable, and diverse Palo Alto, and strongly oppose
additional restrictions on multi‐family housing.
Please do not raise fees on multi‐family housing or limit the use of PHZ in R‐1 areas. Such efforts to make housing
construction more restrictive only increase the challenges of meeting our housing and climate change goals. Pushing
prospective community members out of Palo Alto and making it more difficult for folks to choose non‐vehicular
transport are not in line with our values or our responsibilities as a city.
Please vote against these housing restrictions tonight.
Thank you.
Jeffrey Lu
Midtown
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rob Nielsen <crobertn@yahoo.com>
Monday, April 12, 2021 8:34 AM
Council, City
Item #11 on tonight's agenda (PHZ)

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Mayor Dubois and city council members.
My name is Rob Nielsen, and I live in Midtown, where I have owned a detached single family home
with my wife since 1998.
I would like to ask the council to keep the Planned Home Zoning (PHZ) planned community process
in its present form and, specifically, not to exclude residential areas from this so-far successful
program.
Despite my current housing status, I have lived nearly three decades of my adult life in duplexes and
sixplexes located in mixed areas of single- and multi-unit housing with some commercial facilities
close by. The changes offered for consideration in the staff memo would preclude such arrangements
at a time they have much to offer the city.
One such place was a duplex in Menlo Park that I rented for 15 years. It was one of several units
near a block-long shopping district in a neighborhood with a plentiful offering of single-family homes
as well. Another was for 3 years renting a sixplex unit within a 3/4-mile walk of my job in a Midwestern
city of 100,000. A third was for 10 years in a city of over 3 million in a foreign country—again in a
neighborhood made primarily of detached single-family homes yet only a block away from small
commercial and transportation facilities. No matter where you go, no matter how small or how big the
city, neighborhoods like these offer a diversity of housing at better affordability. They help support
nearby retail and transit while keeping the basic nature of the community intact.
They are as natural as the sun and the rain. Let us not foreclose their use in meeting Palo Alto's
housing needs. Or in bringing in new residents who have much to add to a city like ours.
Thank you for your consideration,
Rob Nielsen
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary B. <mab9999@yahoo.com>
Monday, April 12, 2021 1:49 AM
Council, City
CATO, PHZ and the Wellesley Project

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Dubois, Vice Mayor Burt and Members of the City Council,
I am writing in reference to Item 11 on the April 12th City Council agenda entitled, “Update on the City's
Planned Community (Planned Home Zoning - PHZ) Application Process and Possible Council Direction for
Changes Related to its Implementation, Criteria, and Applicability Citywide.” and in reference to the recent,
virulently cynical letter sent by Cato, LLC to the Council.

Cato decries that the Council is attempting to 'change the rules in the middle of the game' by
removing R1 zoning from the ordinance in any updates to the PHZ. The temerity of such a
statement astounds! This is the company who has come to the city with an arm's length list of the
rules they want changed for their project. Ah! but they, they say, have lofty humanitarian purpose
behind their requests, while everyone else is engaging in exclusivity and bigotry - this according to
Cato's dubious history of zoning which amounts to R1=Racism and privilege and nothing more. An
equation we and you are suppose to accept ipso facto despite its blatant falsity. Throughout
California there are R1 zones that are predominantly African American, and there are R1 zones which
contain a diversity of people within them.
Cato asks that we believe that College Terrace has never truly been R1, that there are apartment
complexes in College Terrace, while overlooking the fact that many of the complexes were
grandfathered in and will revert to R1 if ever they are sold. They omit to mention that none of the
existing complexes are as dense as their proposed project, and all provide parking for their
tenants. They slyly omit the fact that they are not asking to build in a multi-housing zone, but in an R1
zone. And make no mistake, they are doing so to weaken R1 so that they, an investment equity
company for multi-millionaires and billionaires can come into Palo Alto and make a financial killing for
their clients.
Cato asks us to believe that their proposed project of 24 units will be affordable for people of low and
moderate incomes - their words - and still they have yet to define those terms, yet tell us what
'affordable' actually means to a company whose motivation is profit, and have not even told us what
the rents will be for these 350 sq ft dormitories. Forgive me if I find it their profit motive on behalf of
their clients incompatible with the humanitarian, civic-minded neighborliness that they are trying to
project. They are not neighbors, nor are they civic-minded nor are they providing affordable
housing. They are seeking profit, knowing full well, as I hope the members of this Council do, that the
denser the build, the more the land value skyrockets. What they are terming 'affordable housing' now
will not stay so for very long with their 'build build build denser denser denser' mentality. And they
know that all the while acting under the demeanor of pained reasonableness : 'Let's talk this over, if
you have issues, and find ways to modify the project while keeping rents affordable.' Again, nary a
mention of what those rents will be. But clearly we are being led to understand the reason for the
evident cheap construction and lack of amenities seen in the architectural drawing of the
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project: people paying affordable rents don't deserve more than one window, or common space, or
parking or storage or a place to keep a bike ... because modifications must remain 'affordable'. And
this is what Cato calls 'residential homes'.
Never has it been made more clear to me what is so scary, so offensive and so insulting to the
intelligence about the double speak of the 1 percenters to the rest of us. That Cato should impute to
us bigotry or prejudice or fear of others, based on their specious understanding of what they are
conveniently terming 'exclusionary zoning' is ludicrous. And it is ugly and unconscionable that they
should pull such a trick in an attempt to cut off the residents of College Terrace from consideration by
announcing to you that our opinions and input are based on fear and racism and therefore
invalid. College Terrace to a person welcomes truly affordable housing. This isn't it.
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Schmid <gregschmid@sbcglobal.net>
Sunday, April 11, 2021 9:47 PM
Council, City
PHZ discussion

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

From Greg Schmid
April 12
Agenda item # 11
The City has an obligation to share with the residents of Palo Alto the real costs of Planned Home
Zoning (PHZ). They have not done so.
Any increase of jobs in Palo Alto or nearby cities increases demand for land and raises its price—
currently the highest in the country for new residences. As we plan for new housing, especially
affordable housing, we must answer the question of who will pay for the increased cost of land. To do
that we need a clear description of impacts:
--As market rates for new housing units go up, only highly paid workers can move in;
--Average housing size is likely to fall; there are a large share of studio and one
bedroom apartments are being built leaving families our and increasing income inequality;
--Traditional housing subsidies are used but they are being funded by property or sales tax
revenues that are paid for by existing residents
or through inclusionary zoning that passes
on the cost to new residents;
--Formulate new subsidies through such things as reduced parking, less retail, increased FAR or
added height. Each of these add to congestion and density, decreases individual mobility, and
discourages families.
Who pays for the increasing costs and density? It is existing and new residents through higher local
taxes and decreased mobility.
Who benefits? Businesses get more housing for high priced workers near their job sites. Their
existing property values go up. And they get the benefits of agglomeration—needed support workers
close at hand. State and national governments benefit. Income taxes and capital gains taxes flow
almost exclusively into their hands while local governments bear the costs of new infrastructure to
deal with density and congestion.
Let’s start this Planned Home Zoning discussion with a clear statement of who benefits and who
pays. Only then can we proceed to a serious public Council analysis of how to assure that PHZ truly
provides a clear public benefit.
Greg Schmid
gregschmid@sbcglobal.net
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Kemp <skemp650@gmail.com>
Sunday, April 11, 2021 8:16 PM
Council, City
April 12th Meeting Action Item #11 PHZ Application Process Proposed Update

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Members of the Palo Alto City Council,

I am writing with regard to the proposal that Planned Housing Zoning (PHZ)
be allowed in R-1, R-2 and RMD areas. I am opposed to converting any R-1,
RMD or R-2 zoning to PHZ.
I support keeping all present height rules and protecting all adjacent
residential properties with the same height protections since right now,
some parcels with residences are far more protected than others and that’s
inequitable.
I want building projects to be fully parked: even though use of public transit
should be encouraged, no studies support that people are actually replacing
single occupancy cars with public transit as a result of living in
close proximity to public transit. In our area, public transit by rail is
currently geared to a north-south commute (not to all-day general use) and
bus service is infrequent and unreliable: VTA loads funds towards southcounty projects and the connection between VTA and SamTrans by bus is
very clumsy and time-consuming.
I support affordable housing. If developers can’t find a way to comply with
our requirements for affordable housing, we should broaden our city's
efforts to encourage public entities to develop housing, similar to Alta. If it
doesn't pencil out for developers to build housing to meet our city's needs,
why keep beating our heads against the wall of economics in order to
reward their profitability goals when we could explore non-profit
organization efforts instead.
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I do not support allowing more office space. The office space to housing
ratio in Palo Alto is already way out of balance. How about repurposing
existing office space to housing?
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Susan Kemp
Ventura Resident
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Annette Ross <port2103@att.net>
Sunday, April 11, 2021 7:32 PM
Council, City
City Mgr
April 12 CC Meeting, Agenda Item #11

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor and Council Members:
I understand that CC sometimes gauges community concern about an issue by the level of participation at Council
meetings. I am not likely to be able to put in a speaker card tomorrow so I am writing to comment on PHZ and express
my concern about the project that CATO is proposing for Wellesley Street in College Terrace.
The Staff Report on this matter states:

Location Criteria
While not explicitly stated in the staff report or Council minutes on February 3, 2020, the expectation was that
PHZ applications would be filed in commercial zones.
The CATO project is predicated on variances of an already concession‐rich bit of zoning, the PHZ. If the intention of the
PHZ had been clear in the first place, this wouldn’t even be an issue. Something similar happened with the Hotel
President when it was discovered that the grandfathering portion of our code contained a “mistake”. How the City ends
up needing to correct such mistakes and ambiguities should be questioned by Council. Is it simply coincidence that
these things advantage developers and disadvantage residents?
It is important that the wording about where PHZ is applicable be explicit so that residents can rely on PHZ not applying
to residential areas and developers know that the PHZ is restricted to commercial areas. If that is not achieved,
developers like CATO will use the concessions inherent in PHZ to offer what can be called Trojan Horse housing: a sliver
of an over‐sized, variance‐dependent project will be designated “affordable” in order to win approval, while the balance
will be market‐rate. This may yield a handsome return to a developer and investors, but it will be destructive to existing
neighborhoods and not move the needle on the sort of housing that is most needed: affordable.
Also, it is not the City’s job to assure that a project pencil out for a developer. Such largesse on the City’s part would
make sense only for 100% affordable housing.
Annette Ross
College Terrace
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ann Balin <alafargue@mac.com>
Sunday, April 11, 2021 5:02 PM
Council, City
PHZ

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on
links.
________________________________
Dear Mayor Tom DuBois, Vice Mayor Pat Burt & fellow Council Members,
The council is bombarded right now with several projects in the pipeline. Many developers are watching to see what
they can achieve with PHZ zoning.
Please direct staff to focus on affordable housing and not acquiesce to developers. We do not need office space as an
incentive to get developers to build affordable housing.
Stanford Research Park could build affordable housing and homes for families. By doing so trips to medical clinics,
hospital, university and research park would be greatly reduced. It would be a win win for the greater community.
It is of the utmost importance to rule out any upzoning of R‐1, RE, RMD, R‐2 and RM‐20 to high density. Please maintain
the thirty five foot height for new projects to avoid discriminating against residents in higher‐density and mixed‐use
buildings. It is only FAIR to do so. Please keep PHZ to commercial zones.
The former council pushed through a zoning standard that is not good for Palo Alto. Now CATO LLC is using our
community to see exactly what they can GET. The recent letter from Jeffrey Colin’s employee was unprofessional and
included errors concerning land use. They also stress that the housing proposed for the College Terrace neighborhood is
for low income people. There are only four BMR units. This dense apartment complex is targeted to the singleton tech
professional not a teacher with a family.
I believe that the majority on the council understands that this developer is using this project as a test. I respectfully ask
that you do not spot zone to accommodate a speculator whose goal is to use our town as a playground for investment.
This LLC owns several properties in Palo Alto and is itching to develop dense buildings in these areas as well.
To say that R‐1 is exclusionary is in itself incorrect. Zoning is zoning. The majority of single family homes acquired in
Santa Clara county are by Asian people. What caused systemic racist policies in the USA was the collusion of the Federal
Housing Administration which refused to insure mortgages for people living in predominately African American
communities. These Americans could not get loans because of that entrenched practice. African American were pushed
out because of redlining from bankers, realtors, home sellers, developers and bankers. The zoning was not what
prevented people from accessing single family homes. The aforementioned entities colluded to segregate
neighborhoods, suburbs, towns and cities. The other institutional instrument that perpetrated racist policies were the
racist restrictive covenants or home deeds that prevented Jews, Blacks and Asians from buying homes in America.
It was the great Jewish architect, Joseph Eichler, who built homes without restrictive deeds. He was democratic and
wanted housing for everyone. I grew up in Eichlers and appreciate his legacy here in Palo Alto.
Respectfully yours,
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Ann Lafargue Balin
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Andrew Fetter <andrewfetter@hotmail.com>
Sunday, April 11, 2021 2:16 PM
Council, City
Planned Home Zoning Update for 4/12/21 Council Meeting

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Palo Alto City Council,
I encourage you to adopt the staff recommendation that Planned Home Zoning (PHZ) be allowed only in
commercial and industrial zoning.
This clarification would make it clear where dense housing could be built and prevent speculative purchases
by wealthy developers in residential areas.
Palo Alto should continue to work with all stakeholders in the community on housing problems and ensure
careful, creative and thoughtful solutions are achieved for all groups.
The recent proposed projects such as the Grant Teacher Housing and already completed mixed‐use
development with affordable housing at Mayfield Place along El Camino Real in Stanford Research Park are
excellent examples of reasonable housing solutions.
Best,
Andrew Fetter
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

slevy@ccsce.com
Sunday, April 11, 2021 11:40 AM
Council, City; Planning Commission
Lait, Jonathan; Wong, Tim
PHZ Agenda item 11

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor DuBois and council members,
I support maintaining the existing PHZ requirements and application at this time without adding any new
restrictions on its use.
As the staff report notes, the PHZ has succeeded in bringing forth new housing proposals and has
provided a learning process for the council and community. The staff report also notes the increased
housing goals for Palo Alto. Finally the staff report notes “However, for the upcoming RHNA cycle (20232031), without significant land use policy adjustments to local zoning, meeting the anticipated market rate
housing targets will be challenging. of ABAG’s allocation to the city of the regional goal.”
There are two reasons I oppose adding restrictions to the scope and application of the PHZ at this time.
The first is about process. The City is at the very beginning of developing an new Housing Element. Last
week you appointed a working group and the consultant contract is on your agenda this week.
As a result, we have no analysis of alternative sites and policies and no way of knowing what is needed to
develop a legal Housing Element. To say or imply that council knows today that the full or even expanded
use of the PHZ tool is not needed for our new Housing Element is blatantly and transparently false and will
be seen as such by HCD, ABAG and others causing potential legal challenges to the City.
The second reason is about policy and vision. Right now, it is very expensive to buy or rent a single-family
home in Palo Alto’s residential neighborhoods. I want to make it possible for more middle-income families
to live in these neighborhoods and, except possibly for ADUs, the only way to achieve that is to allow
housing like duplexes and small apartments that, while not cheap, are affordable to many middle-income
families.
I have seen examples of this where my son previously lived in Costa Mesa. He lived on a street with a mix
of housing types and a neighborhood school. In the single-family homes stretches on his street, nearly
every corner has a duplex, triples or small apartment building. We have many streets like his in Palo Alto.
Not to do this says clearly that R-1 neighborhoods should be reserved for only families that can afford $23 million or more for a home. I do not support such a policy. While I do not believe residents or council
members wanting to restrict the PHZ application are motivated by racial prejudice or the desire to exclude
people on the basis of race or ethnicity, such policies do, even if unintentionally, impose restrict economic
diversity that is not in keeping with who we are or want to be.
I definitely want to see applications for small multi-family projects in our R-1 neighborhoods, perhaps
starting with corner lots and see what comes forth in terms of projects and affordability.
With regard to concern about a current proposal in College terrace, I am confident that the council can
review this application and hear concerns without needing to restrict the PHZ process.
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Stephen Levy
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pria Graves <priag@birketthouse.com>
Saturday, April 10, 2021 2:23 PM
Rita Abdel-Malek from Palo Alto City Councilmember Tanaka's Office
Council, City
Re: Planned Home Zoning (PHZ)

Hello Rita,
Thank you for inviting me but I’m afraid I am not available tomorrow afternoon. My husband and I have previous plans.
Thanks again.
Best,
Pria Graves
On Apr 10, 2021, at 7:56 AM, Rita Abdel‐Malek from Palo Alto City Councilmember Tanaka's Office
<Councilmember.Tanaka.Office@gregtanaka.org> wrote:
Hello Pria,
My name is Rita, and I am a legislative aide for Councilman Tanaka. Thank you for reaching out.
I invite you to come speak with Councilman Tanaka directly about this topic during his office hours,
which are held every Sunday between 2 PM and 4 PM. Do you have time to schedule a brief 30‐minute
meeting this Sunday, April 11th between 2:00pm and 2:30pm?
Office hours are currently held online via Zoom meeting.
Please let me know within two days if you are willing to attend, and I can send you a calendar invite
containing details such as the Zoom link and date.
If you have any further questions, please feel free to let me know!
Best,
Rita Abdel‐Malek
Legislative Aide
Office of Councilmember Tanaka
Rita | Legislative Aide
Palo Alto City Council Member Tanaka's Office

On Fri, Apr 9, 2021 at 1:29 PM, Pria Graves <priag@birketthouse.com> wrote:
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor DuBois and Council Members,
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I am delighted that the Council will be looking into clarifying the location criteria regarding the PHZ
zoning. It is vital that the code be updated to reflect the original expectation that applications would
be filed in commercial zones, not in low‐density residential areas. In particular I hope that the Council
will adopt the staff recommendation that " PHZ applications be considered for all commercial,

industrial zoning, and multifamily districts”.
I would ask, however, that the definition of multifamily districts in this instance be clarified to
indicate that this does not include RMD and R‐2 zones. While a developer might insist that
these 2‐unit‐per‐parcel zones are “multifamily”, they are typically contiguous with R‐1 districts
and are much closer to those in texture and feel.
As a long‐time resident of the RMD portion of College Terrace, I fear that if this potential
loophole is not closed, we may again find ourselves facing applications for unsuitable projects
in the lower quarter of our neighborhood. The meaning of multifamily districts in this instance
should be clearly restricted to R‐20, R‐30, and R‐40 zones.
Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,
Pria Graves
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rita Abdel-Malek from Palo Alto City Councilmember Tanaka's Office
<Councilmember.Tanaka.Office@gregtanaka.org>
Saturday, April 10, 2021 7:58 AM
info@wellesleyhousing.com; Council, City
Re: Proposed PHZ Changes

Hello Cynthia,
My name is Rita, and I am a legislative aide for Councilman Tanaka. Thank you for reaching out.
I invite you to come speak with Councilman Tanaka directly about this topic during his office hours, which are held every
Sunday between 2 PM and 4 PM. Do you have time to schedule a brief 30‐minute meeting this Sunday, April 11th
between 2:00pm and 2:30pm?
Office hours are currently held online via Zoom meeting.
Please let me know within two days if you are willing to attend, and I can send you a calendar invite containing details
such as the Zoom link and date.
If you have any further questions, please feel free to let me know!
Best,
Rita Abdel‐Malek
Legislative Aide
Office of Councilmember Tanaka
Rita | Legislative Aide
Palo Alto City Council Member Tanaka's Office

On Fri, Apr 9, 2021 at 7:17 PM, Cynthia Gildea <info@wellesleyhousing.com> wrote:
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Dubois, Vice Mayor Burt and Members of the City Council,
We write today in regards to Item 11 on the April 12th City Council agenda entitled, “Update on the City's
Planned Community (Planned Home Zoning - PHZ) Application Process and Possible Council Direction for
Changes Related to its Implementation, Criteria, and Applicability Citywide.” From reading the staff report and
from listening to recent comments made by the mayor, it is clear that the proposal of the Wellesley project has
served as the impetus for an update to the PHZ in which R1 zones will now be cut out of the ordinance. This
amounts to changing the rules in the middle of the game. While the City Council continues to pay lip service to
the housing crisis, this action sends the message to housing developers that Palo Alto is not a place to build.
First a bit about the history of single-family zoning. We are living in a moment right now when many cities,
both in the Bay Area and nationally, are confronting the ugly history of single-family zoning. Single-family
zoning was invented in Berkeley in 1916 to keep people of color and immigrants out of certain areas of the
city. In 2021 Berkeley confronted their history with “exclusionary zoning” head on to “address racial and
economic segregation” and now allows for the production of fourplexes on any residential lot in the city.
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Now, other bay area cities such as South San Francisco and San Jose are considering allowance of
fourplexes for similar reasons. Yet, this item on cutting single-family zones out of the PHZ and affirming to
residents that currently-zoned R1 will remain single-family only, doubles down on this exclusionary history.
And R1 zones cover 87% of the land in Palo Alto.
However, neighborhoods like College Terrace are not and have never truly been R1. There are more than 30
multifamily apartment buildings in the neighborhood of College Terrace alone, dozens of them within a 100yard radius of the proposed project. By definition, this is not a single-family neighborhood, and certainly no
one is advocating for the existing multi-family homes to be torn down. So why restrict height-appropriate new
construction and keep new renters from becoming new neighbors?
The Wellesley project would only sit two feet taller than an adjacent single-family home. Its site is walking
distance to high-quality transit, jobs and retail. It would provide housing (without any city subsidy) for new
neighbors in the moderate, low and very-low income brackets-- populations for which Palo Alto has said it
wants to find ways to build for. And it is in the neighborhood with many existing multifamily residences, two of
which are less than a block from the Wellesley site.
If the city has issues with particular aspects of the proposed project, let’s discuss these aspects, and find
ways to modify the project while keeping rents affordable. Instead, it appears that the city wants to summarily
ban such projects without any discussion of their merits.
Cutting R1 out of the PHZ all but freezes in amber 87% of Palo Alto land. Yet, by Palo Alto’s own admission it
is already falling more than 900 units short of its own Comp Plan’s housing production goals of approving 266
new units per year. And in the next RHNA cycle, the state has mandated that Palo Alto zone for and build
more than 6,000 units. If neighborhood-appropriate projects are outlawed in 87% of the city, then where will
they all go?
Lastly, it has never been made clear what is so scary or offensive about multifamily residential homes for
very-low, low and moderate income earners. These are the community members who take our order at Cal
Ave restaurants, who assist us when we want to buy a product and who teach our children. These are the
veterans, the ones who served our Country and need to live close to healthcare, job retraining and are owed
the basic right of housing security. What is so wrong with them also being our neighbor? What is so wrong
with a height-appropriate apartment building, optimized for affordability, in a neighborhood with 30 existing
apartment buildings. Why is the Wellesley project so scary that it justifies banning multifamily and missing
middle housing being built in 87% of Palo Alto?
We hope you will answer these questions in this hearing.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Gildea
Cato Investments, LLC
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rita Abdel-Malek from Palo Alto City Councilmember Tanaka's Office
<Councilmember.Tanaka.Office@gregtanaka.org>
Saturday, April 10, 2021 7:56 AM
Council, City; priag@birketthouse.com
Re: Planned Home Zoning (PHZ)

Hello Pria,
My name is Rita, and I am a legislative aide for Councilman Tanaka. Thank you for reaching out.
I invite you to come speak with Councilman Tanaka directly about this topic during his office hours, which are held every
Sunday between 2 PM and 4 PM. Do you have time to schedule a brief 30‐minute meeting this Sunday, April 11th
between 2:00pm and 2:30pm?
Office hours are currently held online via Zoom meeting.
Please let me know within two days if you are willing to attend, and I can send you a calendar invite containing details
such as the Zoom link and date.
If you have any further questions, please feel free to let me know!
Best,
Rita Abdel‐Malek
Legislative Aide
Office of Councilmember Tanaka
Rita | Legislative Aide
Palo Alto City Council Member Tanaka's Office

On Fri, Apr 9, 2021 at 1:29 PM, Pria Graves <priag@birketthouse.com> wrote:
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor DuBois and Council Members,
I am delighted that the Council will be looking into clarifying the location criteria regarding the PHZ zoning. It is vital
that the code be updated to reflect the original expectation that applications would be filed in commercial zones, not in
low‐density residential areas. In particular I hope that the Council will adopt the staff recommendation that " PHZ

applications be considered for all commercial, industrial zoning, and multifamily districts”.
I would ask, however, that the definition of multifamily districts in this instance be clarified to indicate that
this does not include RMD and R‐2 zones. While a developer might insist that these 2‐unit‐per‐parcel zones
are “multifamily”, they are typically contiguous with R‐1 districts and are much closer to those in texture and
feel.
As a long‐time resident of the RMD portion of College Terrace, I fear that if this potential loophole is not
closed, we may again find ourselves facing applications for unsuitable projects in the lower quarter of our
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neighborhood. The meaning of multifamily districts in this instance should be clearly restricted to R‐20, R‐30,
and R‐40 zones.
Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,
Pria Graves
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo Ann Mandinach <joann@needtoknow.com>
Friday, April 9, 2021 4:33 PM
Council, City; Kou, Lydia; Burt, Patrick; Cormack, Alison; Tanaka, Greg; Stone, Greer; Filseth, Eric
(Internal); DuBois, Tom
PHZ/No More Offices / WITH SUPPORTING Links.

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

We have absolutely NO need -- NONE -- to incorporate office space
into housing projects when there's a glut of office vacancies making frontpage news AND when we're over-run 4:1 by commuters who cost US
money and inconvenience in crowded roads, lack of parking, personal and
city costs to administer parking programs when the city STILL can't get it
together to count available spaces in garages. (New York Times 4/9/21)
Additionally, this congestion hurts our struggling retailers and costs the
city needed sales tax revenues.
Stop pandering to developers and landlords who under-park to increase
their profits by increasing density at our expense while failing to build real
BMR housing. We don't need more gentrification and market-rate
housing. We don't need them chasing out retailers.
Stop pandering to paid lobbyists from PAF, YIMBY/Peninsula For
Everyone who are gentrifying minority neighborhoods out of existence
while hypocritically playing the "racism" card with their ugly posters and
lies that have been their hallmark for TOO many years.

high-Level Points for Council Session on PHZ for April 12, 2021


PCs (planned communities) were a disaster in Palo Alto’s past:
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public benefits were generally negligible or non-existent
o projects were invariably over-sized, creating traffic, density, and often parking
problems
o the monetary value of the slim public benefits obtained were never evaluated
against the huge gains earned by the developers
Renaming PCs as PHZs (Planned Home Zoning) doesn’t solve these problems at
all:
o the 20% promised inclusionary benefits is not necessarily worth more than the
current 15% requirement because developers can choose what to count to
meet the 20% goal
o PHZs will not necessarily produce any housing below 50% AMI, which is what
we need most
o PHZs may produce more new jobs than housing because staff are claiming
new offices have far fewer workers than industry norms
o PHZs will likely produce only small units for single individuals and not serve
families
The community wants true below-market-rate housing
o The greatest need is for below 50% AMI
o We need both family and single-occupancy units
o New units need parkland, shared open space, and private open space
We must protect existing residents too:
o Rule out any upzoning of R-1, RE, RMD, R-2, and RM-20 to high density
o Preserve all existing 35 foot height protections for new projects near
residential zones
o Extend to all residential uses citywide the same 35 foot height protection to
avoid discriminating against residents in higher-density and mixed-use
buildings
100% affordable housing creation is being undercut by the PHZ:
o A PHZ project is asking for 2.55 FAR whereas our AH (100% Affordable
Housing) district allows only 2.40 FAR
o A PHZ project can be 50% office space if the residential units are small vs.
just 0.40 FAR of commercial space for an AH project
o Favoring PHZ over AH makes it harder for 100% affordable housing projects
to acquire land
o We should turn this completely around: PHZ should only allow a fraction of
what AH is allowed
The City Council is focused on the wrong strategy:
o Incentivizing developers will never provide the affordable housing needed and
only put us further behind
o Instead, direct staff to focus on 100% affordable housing
o Help affordable housing providers seek funding being offered by Google,
Facebook, and others
o Rezone office to residential use
o











Resources:
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After Pandemic, Shrinking Need for Office
Space Could Crush Landlords
Some big employers are giving up square footage as they juggle remote work. That could devastate building
owners and cities.

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/08/business/economy/office-buildings-remotework.html?campaign_id=2&emc=edit_th_20210409&instance_id=29028&nl=todaysheadli
nes&regi_id=8807495&segment_id=55250&user_id=6c4d178fba68999471f847058ff07ce
c

Rise of the yimbys: the angry millennials with
a radical housing solution
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2017/oct/02/rise-of-the-yimbys-angry-millennialsradical-housing-solution
Staff Report for Monday, April 12,
2021: https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutesreports/reports/city-manager-reports-cmrs/current-year/2021/id-11876.pdf
Agenda for Monday, April 12,
2021: https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendasminutes/city-council-agendas-minutes/2021/04-12-21-ccm-agenda.pdf
Palo Alto Weekly article about the PHZ on April 7,
2021: https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/04/07/facing-concerns-from-collegeterrace-city-looks-to-reassert-commitment-to-single-family-housing-zones
Jo Ann Mandinach
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cynthia Gildea <info@wellesleyhousing.com>
Friday, April 9, 2021 4:17 PM
Council, City
Proposed PHZ Changes

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Dubois, Vice Mayor Burt and Members of the City Council,
We write today in regards to Item 11 on the April 12th City Council agenda entitled, “Update on the City's
Planned Community (Planned Home Zoning - PHZ) Application Process and Possible Council Direction for
Changes Related to its Implementation, Criteria, and Applicability Citywide.” From reading the staff report and
from listening to recent comments made by the mayor, it is clear that the proposal of the Wellesley project has
served as the impetus for an update to the PHZ in which R1 zones will now be cut out of the ordinance. This
amounts to changing the rules in the middle of the game. While the City Council continues to pay lip service to
the housing crisis, this action sends the message to housing developers that Palo Alto is not a place to build.
First a bit about the history of single-family zoning. We are living in a moment right now when many cities, both
in the Bay Area and nationally, are confronting the ugly history of single-family zoning. Single-family zoning
was invented in Berkeley in 1916 to keep people of color and immigrants out of certain areas of the city. In
2021 Berkeley confronted their history with “exclusionary zoning” head on to “address racial and economic
segregation” and now allows for the production of fourplexes on any residential lot in the city.
Now, other bay area cities such as South San Francisco and San Jose are considering allowance of fourplexes
for similar reasons. Yet, this item on cutting single-family zones out of the PHZ and affirming to residents that
currently-zoned R1 will remain single-family only, doubles down on this exclusionary history. And R1 zones
cover 87% of the land in Palo Alto.
However, neighborhoods like College Terrace are not and have never truly been R1. There are more than 30
multifamily apartment buildings in the neighborhood of College Terrace alone, dozens of them within a 100yard radius of the proposed project. By definition, this is not a single-family neighborhood, and certainly no one
is advocating for the existing multi-family homes to be torn down. So why restrict height-appropriate new
construction and keep new renters from becoming new neighbors?
The Wellesley project would only sit two feet taller than an adjacent single-family home. Its site is walking
distance to high-quality transit, jobs and retail. It would provide housing (without any city subsidy) for new
neighbors in the moderate, low and very-low income brackets-- populations for which Palo Alto has said it
wants to find ways to build for. And it is in the neighborhood with many existing multifamily residences, two of
which are less than a block from the Wellesley site.
If the city has issues with particular aspects of the proposed project, let’s discuss these aspects, and find ways
to modify the project while keeping rents affordable. Instead, it appears that the city wants to summarily ban
such projects without any discussion of their merits.
Cutting R1 out of the PHZ all but freezes in amber 87% of Palo Alto land. Yet, by Palo Alto’s own admission it
is already falling more than 900 units short of its own Comp Plan’s housing production goals of approving 266
new units per year. And in the next RHNA cycle, the state has mandated that Palo Alto zone for and build more
than 6,000 units. If neighborhood-appropriate projects are outlawed in 87% of the city, then where will they all
go?
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Lastly, it has never been made clear what is so scary or offensive about multifamily residential homes for verylow, low and moderate income earners. These are the community members who take our order at Cal Ave
restaurants, who assist us when we want to buy a product and who teach our children. These are the veterans,
the ones who served our Country and need to live close to healthcare, job retraining and are owed the basic
right of housing security. What is so wrong with them also being our neighbor? What is so wrong with a heightappropriate apartment building, optimized for affordability, in a neighborhood with 30 existing apartment
buildings. Why is the Wellesley project so scary that it justifies banning multifamily and missing middle housing
being built in 87% of Palo Alto?
We hope you will answer these questions in this hearing.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Gildea
Cato Investments, LLC
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo Ann Mandinach <joann@needtoknow.com>
Friday, April 9, 2021 1:52 PM
Council, City; Kou, Lydia; Cormack, Alison; Burt, Patrick; Stone, Greer; Tanaka, Greg; DuBois, Tom;
Filseth, Eric (Internal)
PHZ/Housing -- NO MORE OFFICES

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

We have absolutely NO need -- NONE -- to incorporate office space
into housing projects when there's a glut of office vacancies making frontpage news AND when we're over-run 4:1 by commuters who cost US
money and inconvenience in crowded roads, lack of parking, personal and
city costs to administer parking programs when the city STILL can't get it
together to count available spaces in garages.
Additionally, this congestion hurts our struggling retailers and costs the
city needed sales tax revenues.
Stop pandering to developers and landlords who under-park to increase
their profits by increasing density at our expense while failing to build real
BMR housing. We don't need more gentrification and market-rate
housing. We don't need them chasing out retailers.
Stop pandering to paid lobbyists from PAF, YIMBY/Peninsula For
Everyone who are gentrifying minority neighborhoods out of existence
while hypocritically playing the "racism" card with their ugly posters and
lies that have been their hallmark for TOO many years.

high-Level Points for Council Session on PHZ for April 12, 2021
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PCs (planned communities) were a disaster in Palo Alto’s past:
o public benefits were generally negligible or non-existent
o projects were invariably over-sized, creating traffic, density, and often parking
problems
o the monetary value of the slim public benefits obtained were never evaluated
against the huge gains earned by the developers
Renaming PCs as PHZs (Planned Home Zoning) doesn’t solve these problems at
all:
o the 20% promised inclusionary benefits is not necessarily worth more than the
current 15% requirement because developers can choose what to count to
meet the 20% goal
o PHZs will not necessarily produce any housing below 50% AMI, which is what
we need most
o PHZs may produce more new jobs than housing because staff are claiming
new offices have far fewer workers than industry norms
o PHZs will likely produce only small units for single individuals and not serve
families
The community wants true below-market-rate housing
o The greatest need is for below 50% AMI
o We need both family and single-occupancy units
o New units need parkland, shared open space, and private open space
We must protect existing residents too:
o Rule out any upzoning of R-1, RE, RMD, R-2, and RM-20 to high density
o Preserve all existing 35 foot height protections for new projects near
residential zones
o Extend to all residential uses citywide the same 35 foot height protection to
avoid discriminating against residents in higher-density and mixed-use
buildings
100% affordable housing creation is being undercut by the PHZ:
o A PHZ project is asking for 2.55 FAR whereas our AH (100% Affordable
Housing) district allows only 2.40 FAR
o A PHZ project can be 50% office space if the residential units are small vs.
just 0.40 FAR of commercial space for an AH project
o Favoring PHZ over AH makes it harder for 100% affordable housing projects
to acquire land
o We should turn this completely around: PHZ should only allow a fraction of
what AH is allowed
The City Council is focused on the wrong strategy:
o Incentivizing developers will never provide the affordable housing needed and
only put us further behind
o Instead, direct staff to focus on 100% affordable housing
o Help affordable housing providers seek funding being offered by Google,
Facebook, and others
o Rezone office to residential use
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Resources:
Staff Report for Monday, April 12,
2021: https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutesreports/reports/city-manager-reports-cmrs/current-year/2021/id-11876.pdf
Agenda for Monday, April 12,
2021: https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendasminutes/city-council-agendas-minutes/2021/04-12-21-ccm-agenda.pdf
Palo Alto Weekly article about the PHZ on April 7,
2021: https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/04/07/facing-concerns-from-collegeterrace-city-looks-to-reassert-commitment-to-single-family-housing-zones
Jo Ann Mandinach
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pria Graves <priag@birketthouse.com>
Friday, April 9, 2021 10:29 AM
Council, City
Planned Home Zoning (PHZ)

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor DuBois and Council Members,
I am delighted that the Council will be looking into clarifying the location criteria regarding the PHZ zoning. It is vital that
the code be updated to reflect the original expectation that applications would be filed in commercial zones, not in low‐
density residential areas. In particular I hope that the Council will adopt the staff recommendation that "PHZ

applications be considered for all commercial, industrial zoning, and multifamily districts”.
I would ask, however, that the definition of multifamily districts in this instance be clarified to indicate that
this does not include RMD and R‐2 zones. While a developer might insist that these 2‐unit‐per‐parcel zones
are “multifamily”, they are typically contiguous with R‐1 districts and are much closer to those in texture and
feel.
As a long‐time resident of the RMD portion of College Terrace, I fear that if this potential loophole is not
closed, we may again find ourselves facing applications for unsuitable projects in the lower quarter of our
neighborhood. The meaning of multifamily districts in this instance should be clearly restricted to R‐20, R‐30,
and R‐40 zones.
Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,
Pria Graves
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Palo Alto Forward <palo.alto.fwd@gmail.com>
Monday, April 12, 2021 11:05 AM
Council, City; DuBois, Tom; Burt, Patrick; Cormack, Alison; Kou, Lydia; Filseth, Eric (Internal); Stone,
Greer; Tanaka, Greg; Wong, Tim
Comments on Tonight's Agenda - PHZ and Fees
PHZ_April 2021 (1).pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

April 12, 2020
Re: (Agenda Item #11) Update on the City's Planned Community (Planned Home Zoning - PHZ) and (Agenda
Item #10) Public Hearing: Park, Community Center, Library Impact Fee Study
Dear Mayor DuBois and City Council members,
Palo Alto Forward is a non-profit organization focused on the intersection of housing, transportation, and
climate change. We have members in every neighborhood and strive to make Palo Alto a more inclusive,
affordable, and climate positive place for residents at all income levels.
We are writing to oppose the new restrictions to multi-family housing development that City Council will discuss
at the April 12th meeting. By disproportionately raising fees on multi-family housing and limiting the use of the
Planned Home Zone (PHZ) in R-1 lots, Palo Alto will make it virtually impossible to build a wider range of
housing options to meet our housing needs. Given state mandates and city priorities, this Council should be
considering how to make PHZ more desirable and feasible to ensure the development of needed new homes.
The change to the PHZ, prohibiting the use on R-1 lots, is wrongheaded and inappropriate. The PHZ never
mentioned exemptions for single family lots and by changing this policy midstream to meet the requests of one
neighborhood, the City Council will demonstrate a bad faith effort that blocks new, affordable housing. Further,
by limiting the ability to use this important tool across the city, Palo Alto will make it impossible to equitably
zone for new housing in every neighborhood.
This is the wrong time to constrict future housing proposals and is not in line with the mandate of “housing for
social and economic balance”. Last week the council appointed a Housing Element Working Group and tonight
will approve a Housing Element consultant team. Taking a potential needed housing tool off the table before
the process of developing a new Housing Element even begins sends a signal to HCD and ABAG that Palo
Alto does not intend to undertake the Housing Element update in good faith exploring what alternative sites
and policies are needed to meet housing goals.
Palo Altans have consistently demanded the prioritization of climate change action. The single most
impactful way to reduce our GHG emissions in Palo Alto now and in the future is to build more infill
housing. Unless we begin to replace some of the inefficient, aging housing stock we have with new, dense
homes, we will continue to fail future generations.
Thank you.
Gail Price, President of Palo Alto Forward
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April 12, 2020
Re: (Agenda Item #11) Update on the City's Planned Community (Planned Home Zoning - PHZ)
and (Agenda Item #10) Public Hearing: Park, Community Center, Library Impact Fee Study
Dear Mayor DuBois and City Council members,
Palo Alto Forward is a non-profit organization focused on the intersection of housing,
transportation, and climate change. We have members in every neighborhood and strive to
make Palo Alto a more inclusive, affordable, and climate positive place for residents at all
income levels.
We are writing to oppose the new restrictions to multi-family housing development that City
Council will discuss at the April 12th meeting. By disproportionately raising fees on multi-family
housing and limiting the use of the Planned Home Zone (PHZ) in R-1 lots, Palo Alto will make it
virtually impossible to build a wider range of housing options to meet our housing needs. Given
state mandates and city priorities, this Council should be considering how to make PHZ more
desirable and feasible to ensure the development of needed new homes.
The change to the PHZ, prohibiting the use on R-1 lots, is wrongheaded and inappropriate. The
PHZ never mentioned exemptions for single family lots and by changing this policy midstream to
meet the requests of one neighborhood, the City Council will demonstrate a bad faith effort that
blocks new, affordable housing. Further, by limiting the ability to use this important tool across
the city, Palo Alto will make it impossible to equitably zone for new housing in every
neighborhood.
This is the wrong time to constrict future housing proposals and is not in line with the mandate
of “housing for social and economic balance”. Last week the council appointed a Housing
Element Working Group and tonight will approve a Housing Element consultant team. Taking a
potential needed housing tool off the table before the process of developing a new Housing
Element even begins sends a signal to HCD and ABAG that Palo Alto does not intend to
undertake the Housing Element update in good faith exploring what alternative sites and
policies are needed to meet housing goals.
Palo Altans have consistently demanded the prioritization of climate change action. The single
most impactful way to reduce our GHG emissions in Palo Alto now and in the future is to
build more infill housing. Unless we begin to replace some of the inefficient, aging housing
stock we have with new, dense homes, we will continue to fail future generations.
Thank you.
Gail Price, President of Palo Alto Forward

Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Barbara Kelsey <barbara.kelsey@sierraclub.org>
Monday, April 12, 2021 7:52 AM
Council, City
Gladwyn d'Souza
Sierra Club comment letter: Request to exclude lands East of Highway 101 from Planned Housing
Zone eligibility
April 12, 2021 Comment Letter City of Palo Alto re- Planned Housing Zone projects.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

April 12, 2021
Mayor DuBois and Members of the City Council
City of Palo Alto, California
The Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter is greatly concerned about the threat of sea level rise (SLR) and the
impacts of development in proximity to the Bay and its natural resources. Decisions made now not only will
shape the future shoreline of the Bay and the viability of our valued ecosystems, but will define what sea level
rise adaptation approaches are - and are not - possible for decades to come.
As you consider adjustments to the Planned Housing Zone (PHZ), we encourage you to specifically exclude
lands east of Highway 101 from eligibility for PHZ applications. Please see our full comment letter attached.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.
Sincerely,
Gladwyn D’Souza
Co-Chair Conservation Committee
Sierra Club, Loma Prieta Chapter

sent by:
Barbara Kelsey
she/her/hers
Chapter Coordinator
Sierra Club, Loma Prieta Chapter
3921 E. Bayshore Rd, Suite 204
Palo Alto, CA 94303
barbara.kelsey@sierraclub.org
Hours: Monday-Thursday, 9:30 am to 2:00 pm
Friday, 9:30 to 11:30 am
Please note that our Chapter office in
Palo Alto is closed until at least
July 4, 2021 so email is the best
way to contact us. Thank you.
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SAN MATEO, SANTA CLARA & SAN BENITO COUNTIES

April 12, 2021
Mayor DuBois and Members of the City Council
City of Palo Alto
Via email: Tom.DuBois@cityofpaloalto.org
city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
RE: Request to exclude lands East of Highway 101 from Planned Housing Zone eligibility
Dear Mayor DuBois and Members of the City Council,
The Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter is greatly concerned about the threat of sea level rise
(SLR) and the impacts of development in proximity to the Bay and its natural resources.
Decisions made now not only will shape the future shoreline of the Bay and the viability of our
valued ecosystems, but will define what sea level rise adaptation approaches are - and are not possible for decades to come.
As you consider adjustments to the Planned Housing Zone (PHZ), we encourage you to
specifically exclude lands east of Highway 101 from eligibility for PHZ applications. Vulnerability
to sea level rise and the stated policies in Palo Alto’s Baylands Master Plan make tall, dense
housing inappropriate for that land area.
We appreciate Palo Alto’s leadership among peninsula cities in committing to a localized sea
level rise vulnerability assessment, adaptation planning, and exploration of opportunities for
nature-based solutions to support climate change resilience. Consistent with the City Council’s
adopted priority of Climate Change Protection and Adaptation, this forward-thinking approach to
climate change should be reflected in all the City’s work, including land use policy. Indeed, the
City’s Comprehensive Plan Policy L-2.12 states that the City will “Ensure that future
development addresses potential risks from climate change and sea level rise.”
High Vulnerability to Sea Level Rise
In April 2020, California’s Ocean Protection Council in the State Department of Natural
Resources published Principles for Aligned State Action urging statewide policy makers to use a
minimum baseline projection of 3.5 feet of SLR by the year 2050 for planning, decision-making,
project design and implementation of sea level rise resilience strategies. The San Francisco Bay
Conservation and Development Commission’s Adapting to Rising Tides mapping tool indicates
that even 24 inches of SLR combined with king tide will inundate the vast majority of Palo Alto’s
land area east of Hwy 101.

sierraclub.org/loma-prieta ~ 3921 East Bayshore Road, Suite 204, Palo Alto, CA 94303

The combined SLR threat of impacts from flooding and associated groundwater rise in the east
of 101 area make it incompatible with housing, and particularly inappropriate for vulnerable
populations. Furthermore, significant new development, and especially the introduction of
residential use in the area, will likely increase future pressure to construct hard fortification
against sea level rise (sea walls and tall vertical levees), requiring repeated, costly public
investment and forestalling opportunities for more sustainable strategies including nature-based
resilience and habitat migration.
Baylands Master Plan
Palo Alto’s Baylands Master Plan encompasses the entire area east of Highway 101 and is
incorporated by reference in Palo Alto’s Comprehensive Plan. In order to ensure “compatibility
with the special aesthetic qualities and environmental conditions unique to the Baylands,” the
Master Plan’s site and design principles and guidelines are applicable not just to the Baylands,
but also to the service and commercial areas within the Plan’s boundary.
Both generally and through specific policies, the Baylands Master Plan calls for low-profile
structures (including levee modifications), use of Palo Alto Nature Preserve Site Assessment
and Design Guidelines for private lands, limited vehicle circulation, and strong standards of low
external glare night lighting. High density housing is simply not compatible with those
constraints.
We are very appreciative of Palo Alto’s work toward sea level rise resilience for both our
community and natural ecosystems and look forward to assisting the City in developing a strong
and effective SLR Adaptation Plan. Inviting new development, and particularly housing, in the
highly vulnerable areas east of Hwy 101 is a step in the wrong direction. We urge you to
address this incompatibility as you consider adjustments to the Planned Housing Zone criteria.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.
Sincerely,

Gladwyn D’Souza
Co-Chair Conservation Committee
Loma Prieta Chapter, Sierra Club

sierraclub.org/loma-prieta ~ 3921 East Bayshore Road, Suite 204, Palo Alto, CA 94303

Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Clerk, City
Friday, April 9, 2021 8:26 AM
Council, City
FW: SV@Home Comment on Item 11: Update on the City’s Planned Community (Planned Home
Zoning - PHZ)
SVH letter RE Item 11 - PHZ.pdf

Thanks and stay healthy.

BETH MINOR
City Clerk
(650)329‐2379 | Beth.Minor@cityofpaloalto.org
www.cityofpaloalto.org

From: Rick Gosalvez <rick@siliconvalleyathome.org>
Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 4:30 PM
To: DuBois, Tom <Tom.DuBois@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Burt, Patrick <Pat.Burt@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Cormack, Alison
<Alison.Cormack@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Filseth, Eric (Internal) <Eric.Filseth@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Kou, Lydia
<Lydia.Kou@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Stone, Greer <Greer.Stone@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Tanaka, Greg
<Greg.Tanaka@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Cc: David Meyer <david@siliconvalleyathome.org>; Clerk, City <city.clerk@cityofpaloalto.org>; Tanner, Rachael
<Rachael.Tanner@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Lait, Jonathan <Jonathan.Lait@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Subject: SV@Home Comment on Item 11: Update on the City’s Planned Community (Planned Home Zoning ‐ PHZ)
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor DuBois, Vice Mayor Burt, and Councilmembers Cormack, Filseth, Kou, Stone, and Tanaka:
RE: Item 11 – Update on the City’s Planned Community (Planned Home Zoning ‐ PHZ)
Last year, SV@Home was encouraged that Palo Alto adopted a Planned Home Zone (PHZ) policy to encourage residential
development and help the city meet its housing and affordable housing goals. SV@Home and its members have been
generally supportive of the City’s PHZ efforts to enable housing; however, despite three good faith proposals from
developers to use the policy to bring 593 new homes to the city as well as three additional prescreening applications for
an additional 125 units, we are disappointed that the Council has not found a way forward for any of these proposals.
As noted on page 3 of the staff report, “The [current] application process is too long for many developers, carries a fair
amount of risk, and lacks predictability.” This uncertainty proves challenging for developers to have confidence that the
process works as intended and although an additional 350 units are being discussed, developers are now choosing to sit
4

on the sidelines or convert their mixed‐use proposals into office‐only developments, further widening the City’s jobs‐
housing imbalance and putting Palo Alto’s own Comprehensive Plan housing goals further out of reach.
Now, despite these challenges, the Council is considering altering the policy to place further restrictions on where new
homes can be built in Palo Alto. As it reviews the PHZ process, we urge the Council to explore how to make the policy
more likely to result in much‐needed residential development, not less. Given the policy’s strong affordability
requirements, every delayed or rejected proposal is only delaying or rejecting desperately‐needed deed‐restricted
affordable housing, which the city cannot afford to pass up. Palo Alto should be taking steps to make much‐needed
housing development easier, not more difficult.
Sincerely,
Rick Gosalvez
c/o David Meyer, Director of Strategic Initiatives

Rick Gosalvez | 408.840.3169
Housing Development Senior Assoc.
350 W Julian St. #5, San Jose, CA 95110
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Board of Directors
Kevin Zwick, Chair
United Way Bay Area
Gina Dalma, Vice Chair
Silicon Valley Community
Foundation
Candice Gonzalez, Secretary
Sand Hill Property Company
Andrea Osgood, Treasurer
Eden Housing
Shiloh Ballard
Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition
Bob Brownstein
Working Partnerships USA
Amie Fishman
Non-Profit Housing
Association of Northern CA
Ron Gonzales
Hispanic Foundation
of Silicon Valley
Javier Gonzalez
Google
Poncho Guevara
Sacred Heart Community
Service
Janice Jensen
Habitat for Humanity
East Bay/Silicon Valley
Janikke Klem
Jan LIndenthal
MidPen Housing
Jennifer Loving
Destination: Home
Mary Murtagh
EAH Housing
Chris Neale
The Core Companies
Kelly Snider
Kelly Snider Consulting

TRANSMITTED VIA EMAIL
April 8, 2021
Mayor DuBois and City Councilmembers
City of Palo Alto
250 Hamilton St
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Dear Mayor DuBois, Vice Mayor Burt, and Councilmembers Cormack, Filseth, Kou, Stone,
and Tanaka:
RE: Item 11 – Update on the City’s Planned Community (Planned Home Zoning - PHZ)
Last year, SV@Home was encouraged that Palo Alto adopted a Planned Home Zone (PHZ)
policy to encourage residential development and help the city meet its housing and
affordable housing goals. SV@Home and its members have been generally supportive of the
City’s PHZ efforts to enable housing; however, despite three good faith proposals from
developers to use the policy to bring 593 new homes to the city as well as three additional
prescreening applications for an additional 125 units, we are disappointed that the Council
has not found a way forward for any of these proposals.
As noted on page 3 of the staff report, “The [current] application process is too long for
many developers, carries a fair amount of risk, and lacks predictability.” This uncertainty
proves challenging for developers to have confidence that the process works as intended
and although an additional 350 units are being discussed, developers are now choosing to
sit on the sidelines or convert their mixed-use proposals into office-only developments,
further widening the City’s jobs-housing imbalance and putting Palo Alto’s own
Comprehensive Plan housing goals further out of reach.
Now, despite these challenges, the Council is considering altering the policy to place further
restrictions on where new homes can be built in Palo Alto. As it reviews the PHZ process, we
urge the Council to explore how to make the policy more likely to result in much-needed
residential development, not less. Given the policy’s strong affordability requirements,
every delayed or rejected proposal is only delaying or rejecting desperately-needed deedrestricted affordable housing, which the city cannot afford to pass up. Palo Alto should be
taking steps to make much-needed housing development easier, not more difficult.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Van Every
The Van Every Group
STAFF
Leslye Corsiglia
Executive Director

David K Meyer
Director of Strategic Initiatives

350 W. Julian Street, Building 5, San José, CA 95110
408.780.8411 • www.svathome.org • info@siliconvalleyathome.org

Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ellen Smith <ef44smith@gmail.com>
Thursday, April 8, 2021 9:51 AM
Council, City
Housing ...

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

1. I am deeply concerned at the "process" by which the Housing Element
Working Group was selected at the City Council meeting on April 5.
Although it did not technically violate the Brown Act, in real life, three
members of the council took it on themselves, without full council
knowledge or approval, to preselect a slate of candidates. I suspect they
did so in full confidence that at least one more member of the council
would endorse their choices. In so doing, they usurped any real discussion
of how to choose from among the 80 citizens who volunteered to serve.
Whatever you call it, it is not open government.
2. I strongly oppose approval of what are currently Agenda Items 10 and
11 for your meeting on April 12. Painful as it is to admit, much as we may
want to believe Palo Alto is an open and welcoming community, locking
in R-1 zoning and - most incredibly - making it more expensive to build
multi-unit buildings are part of a process whose effects have been both
exclusionary and racist throughout America's history.
I am saddened to believe that this is what most people in Palo Alto want:
I've got mine, I personally am not racist, end of discussion.
Ellen Smith
1469 Dana Ave.
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lee Merkle-Raymond <lee.merkle.raymond@gmail.com>
Thursday, April 8, 2021 3:02 PM
Council, City
Lee Merkle-Personal
Housing Topics on April 12: permit apartments near transit

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council,
Please ensure that any changes to Zoning and permitting encourage more apartments near high transit areas. If there
are apartments added, there should be no disproportionate fees assessed on apartment buildings, and even discounts
on buildings that exceed the required percentage of low income housing units.
Palo alto zoning should have a plan that does not get changed by each developer: housing density along transit lines
and within a 0.5 mile radius of a transit center. San Antonio, El Camino, Alma should all have housing density, and the
area near CalTrain should increase density. Ensure that these apartments/townhomes include low income units so Palo
Alto can have workers who live in the community without long commutes.
Do not make the Planned Home Zones more exclusive. These planned areas need higher density, low income and
affordable units, with adequate parking.
Thank you,
Lee Merkle‐Raymond
Heather Lane
Palo Alto, CA
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Aram James <abjpd1@gmail.com>
Sunday, April 11, 2021 1:06 PM
Filseth, Eric (Internal); DuBois, Tom; Greer Stone; Cormack, Alison; Pat Burt; Greg Tanaka; Shikada, Ed;
Stump, Molly; Rebecca Eisenberg; Kou, Lydia; Council, City; Jeff Rosen; Jay Boyarsky; Human Relations
Commission; Jethroe Moore; Planning Commission; Roberta Ahlquist; Winter Dellenbach;
wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; chuck jagoda; Greg Tanaka; Kou, Lydia
Viewpoints It’s Time to End Single-Family Zoning

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

FYI: Please consider reading the below linked to item before voting on action item # 11 on tomorrow’s April 12, city
council agenda...re possible changes to —planning home zoning ....consider racist implications and inability to meet Palo
Alto’s housing ‐low and very low income state mandates .....
Thanks, Aram
ewpoints

It’s Time to End Single‐Family Zoning
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01944363.2019.1651216
Shared via the Google app

Sent from my iPhone
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Andrea Allais <allais.andrea@gmail.com>
Sunday, April 11, 2021 3:28 PM
Council, City
Support for Planned Home Zoning in R-1 zones

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council of Palo Alto,
We would like to express our support for the Planned Home Zoning program, in its widest possible application, including
in R‐1 zones. Two years ago, my wife and I both found a great job, and moved to Palo Alto. We live in one of the few
apartment buildings in Professorville: our home would not be permitted under current zoning law. We are deeply
grateful that we can live in Palo Alto, and we want to extend the same opportunity to all the people who want to live
here but can't find a home.
Andrea Allais
Pamela Milani
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sheri Furman <sheri11@earthlink.net>
Sunday, April 11, 2021 10:20 PM
Council, City
April 12 Agenda Item 11: Planned Home Zoning

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Dubois, Vice Mayor Burt and Members of the City Council,
I disagree with several of the statements Cato Investments made in their letter to you regarding Planned Home
Zoning.
To say "R1 zones will be cut out of the ordinance" is rather misleading, because they never were really in it. I
and others could not think of any PC in Palo Alto history that rezoned R1. In my opinion, it is unfortunate that
the City is proposing to allow such rezoning at 2951 El Camino Real.
Also, the examples Cato gives of other cities allowing (Berkeley) or thinking of allowing (South San Francisco
and San Jose) fourplexes argue against them, because they are not proposing putting just four units on each
parcel. In other words, Cato didn't name any city doing what it wants from Palo Alto.
There is also no evidence that R1 zones in Palo Alto were exclusionary. In fact, at least two areas of R1 in
Palo Alto (Fife Avenue and North Ventura) were historically occupied by African-Americans. So if R1 was
created to keep them out, it utterly failed.
The true exclusionary forces were realtors, home sellers, banks, and (frankly) many developers.
I don’t think 87% of Palo Alto is actually zoned R1. According to the Comp Plan Housing Element, the city
encompasses an area of approximately 26 square miles, one–third of which is open space.
When developers try to rewrite the facts, be sure you double-check those facts.
Thank you,
Sheri Furman
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lee Merkle-Raymond <lee.merkle.raymond@gmail.com>
Sunday, April 11, 2021 7:35 AM
Rita Abdel-Malek from Palo Alto City Councilmember Tanaka's Office
Council, City; leemerkleraymond@gmail.com
Re: Housing Topics on April 12: permit apartments near transit

Hi Rita,
I can do a Zoom call with Mr Tanaka at 2pm today. Please confirm and send a Zoom link.
Thank you,
Lee
Email from my iPhone

On Apr 10, 2021, at 7:55 AM, Rita Abdel‐Malek from Palo Alto City Councilmember Tanaka's Office
<Councilmember.Tanaka.Office@gregtanaka.org> wrote:

Dear Lee,
My name is Rita, and I am a legislative aide for Councilman Tanaka. Thank you for reaching out.
I invite you to come speak with Councilman Tanaka directly about this topic during his office hours,
which are held every Sunday between 2 PM and 4 PM. Do you have time to schedule a brief 30‐minute
meeting this Sunday, April 11th between 2:00pm and 2:30pm?
Office hours are currently held online via Zoom meeting.
Please let me know within two days if you are willing to attend, and I can send you a calendar invite
containing details such as the Zoom link and date.
If you have any further questions, please feel free to let me know!
Best,
Rita Abdel‐Malek
Legislative Aide
Office of Councilmember Tanaka

Rita | Legislative Aide
Palo Alto City Council Member Tanaka's Office

On Thu, Apr 8, 2021 at 6:02 PM, Lee Merkle‐Raymond <lee.merkle.raymond@gmail.com> wrote:
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
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Dear City Council,
Please ensure that any changes to Zoning and permitting encourage more apartments near high transit
areas. If there are apartments added, there should be no disproportionate fees assessed on apartment
buildings, and even discounts on buildings that exceed the required percentage of low income housing
units.
Palo alto zoning should have a plan that does not get changed by each developer: housing density
along transit lines and within a 0.5 mile radius of a transit center. San Antonio, El Camino, Alma should
all have housing density, and the area near CalTrain should increase density. Ensure that these
apartments/townhomes include low income units so Palo Alto can have workers who live in the
community without long commutes.
Do not make the Planned Home Zones more exclusive. These planned areas need higher density, low
income and affordable units, with adequate parking.
Thank you,
Lee Merkle‐Raymond
Heather Lane
Palo Alto, CA
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rita Abdel-Malek from Palo Alto City Councilmember Tanaka's Office
<Councilmember.Tanaka.Office@gregtanaka.org>
Saturday, April 10, 2021 7:56 AM
margaret_rosenbloom@hotmail.com; Council, City
Re: April 12 Council Meeting: Agenda Items #10 & 11

Hello Margaret,
My name is Rita, and I am a legislative aide for Councilman Tanaka. Thank you for reaching out.
I invite you to come speak with Councilman Tanaka directly about this topic during his office hours, which are held every
Sunday between 2 PM and 4 PM. Do you have time to schedule a brief 30‐minute meeting this Sunday, April 11th
between 2:00pm and 2:30pm?
Office hours are currently held online via Zoom meeting.
Please let me know within two days if you are willing to attend, and I can send you a calendar invite containing details
such as the Zoom link and date.
If you have any further questions, please feel free to let me know!
Best,
Rita Abdel‐Malek
Legislative Aide
Office of Councilmember Tanaka
Rita | Legislative Aide
Palo Alto City Council Member Tanaka's Office

On Thu, Apr 8, 2021 at 7:54 PM, Margaret Rosenbloom <margaret_rosenbloom@hotmail.com> wrote:
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

I am disturbed to hear the Council is considering 2 items that will make it increasingly difficult for Palo Alto to make any
progress in addressing its jobs/housing imbalance problem.

Lack of affordable housing is a key element driving down the City’s ability to meet its goals of reducing CO2 emissions
as it forces more and more of its workforce into long commutes and creates parking problems here in Palo Alto. We
should be ENCOURAGING development of Apartment buildings here, not making it more difficult and expensive
Agenda Item 10 will disproportionately increase fees on apartment buildings, making their development more
expensive. Vote NO
Agenda Item #11 will make Planned Home Zones more exclusive, limiting available space for building the needed
affordable apartments.; Vote NO

1

Both of these measures will make it even more difficult for City of Palo Alto to meet our climate change and
affordability goals.
Margaret Rosenbloom

2

Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kim <ksuz1981@yahoo.com>
Saturday, April 10, 2021 9:25 AM
Council, City
Proposed building at 2239 and 2241 Wellesley St

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on
links.
________________________________
Council,
I’m writing to tell you that I don’t support using the Planned Housing Zone in areas that are designated as R‐1 or are not
within .5 miles of a train station.
Cato Investments‘ proposal to build apartments at 2239 and 2241 Wellesley St in College Terrace is too dense for that
specific location. It is also too tall. It would be a 3 story apartment building inside a predominantly 1 and 2 story
neighborhood.
It asks for a reduced amount of off‐street parking in a neighborhood that already uses parking permits in order to have
adequate parking for existing residents and visitors.
The proposed units are all small studio and 1 bedroom units. Housing units targeted for teachers and other city
employees should be large enough for families, especially if it would replace existing multi‐family units.
There is very little outdoor space proposed for tenants to use and the balconies are tiny.
I hope we can attract site‐appropriate, more reasonably priced and more appropriately sized units that take parking and
outdoor space needs into account.
Thank you,
Kim Lemmer
2282 Amherst Street
Palo Alto CA 94306
(650) 213‐6836
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Annette Isaacson <annetteisaacson@comcast.net>
Sunday, April 11, 2021 5:50 PM
Council, City
housing

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council Members,
I was encouraged when I heard you were going to reduce the size of the R-1 overlay in
Palo Alto. 87% is so much space that we will never be able to build the affordable
housing that we desperately need. Unless we can change some of the R-1 area to
denser housing, Palo Alto is not going to be able to meet the needs of our
community. We've priced out almost all of our workers (teachers, civil servants,
hospitality workers, fire fighters...)
Agenda Item #10 We definitely should not disproportionately increase fees on
apartment buildings, making affordability more difficult to achieve.
Agenda Item #11 We should not make the Planned Home Zones more exclusive. We
have to make space for apartments if we want to meet our climate change and
affordability goals.
As I said in my last letter to Council, if not now, when. You can't keep saying you're in
favor of affordable housing and a more diverse population in Palo Alto and then keep
shooting down every project saying it is "too big for the neighborhood" or it doesn't "fit
the neighborhood."
My first house in San Mateo was in a neighborhood that had single family houses and
tri-plexes and duplexes. We had Blacks, Latinos, Asians, and whites all living next to
each other. We had professionals and secretaries, savings and loan officers and blue
collar workers. Our kids played together, went to school together, and we all got
along. I wish we could have neighborhoods like this in Palo Alto.
Personally, I'd rather have a nicely designed duplex or quadraplex in my neighborhood
rather than another gigantic mini mansion.
Sincerely,
Annette Isaacson
Midtown
1

Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tirumala Ranganath <ranguranganath@gmail.com>
Monday, April 12, 2021 3:57 PM
Council, City
No exceptions to current zoning rules to developers, for Office and above market rate and at market
rate housing construction projects

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Council Members:
Having read the letter that Sheri Furman and Rebecca Sanders sent to you earlier in relation to the
project at 2951 that the city council considered and if I remember right is still considering ‐
decision not cast in concrete, yet, I have decided to copy parts of theri letter that summarizes the
issues in my own letter to you. Enough cannot be said about the violations of the existing code
that is being contemplated for this project and other such projects in our city.
Palo Alto Neighborhoods (PAN) fully supports truly affordable housing, but 2951 El Camino Real is
not
an example of how to achieve it. This complex’s height, density and massing:
A. Cover 5 separate parcels in North Ventura
B. Violate current zoning Laws
C. Are out of proportion to the character of the adjacent single‐family neighborhood
D. Exceeds what the City’s own development tools to incentivize housing allow (namely HIP and
PHZ)
The Council should say NO to 2951 because it:
1. Violates the law of the City.
2. Encourages other developers to do the same.
3. Encourages other developers to wait and see what concessions they might get from the city;
developer giveaways actually disincentivize other developers to build now.
4. Makes developers unequal before the law. “Compadres” and “Olive Garden” complied, but
2951
doesn’t want to.
5. Victimizes homeowners and renters. Anyone who lives within 150 feet of a commercial or
mixed‐
use zone anywhere in the City could confront new height and massing.
6. Drives up the price of commercial/mixed‐use land because giveaways add value to the land.
7. Higher prices make it harder for non‐profits like Alta Housing to buy land. It will make it harder
for
the City to create affordable housing, as is being proposed by many residents. What if we want
to issue bonds or use a proposed new business tax to build BMR housing and address the
camper crisis? The value of the UPZONED land will make it very hard for beneficial builders to
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acquire land.
8. Steady up‐zoning of properties along El Camino Real disproportionately affects neighborhoods
nestled behind El Camino Real in South Palo Alto. Upzoning is not allowed in other
neighborhoods, why in these neighborhoods?
9. The City hands the developer millions of dollars in value in exchange for a handful of BMR units
which the developer would have had to provide anyway (the ones we need) and more at market
and above market rate housing (which would be nice, but we don’t need.) There is no value to
the city in this bargain.
10. Municipalities are obligated to look after the long‐term health, diversity and viability of its
community; therefore, providing developers with massive giveaways is not compatible with
sustaining a robust civic life nor solving the problem at hand, the need for more affordable
housing.
11. Furthermore, the housing crisis was not caused by the residents, but by the previous Council
Members and City Manager who encouraged runaway office development as a source of funds
for the city. Palo Alto now suffers from a 3‐1 jobs‐to‐housing imbalance, the highest housing
costs in the land, and high property values. 2951 not only does not abide by our laws but it
makes our housing crisis worse.
Here are some of the specific ways 2951 ECR violates the City’s Zoning Code including HIP and PHZ
tools:
 Upzones R‐1 to Dense PC
○ Violates our Comprehensive Plan to change zoning in this manner
○ Violates the NVCAP consensus to preserve or only slightly upzone R‐1
 Exceeds 35 ft. Height Limit within 150 Ft. of Low‐Density Residential
○ Violates §18.13.150(b) for PCs
○ Violates the NVCAP consensus to retain the 35 . transi on zone
 Exceeds Other Height Limits (proposes 58 ft. maximum)
○ Violates CS Zone general 50 foot height limit per §18.16.060(b)
○ Violates R‐1 Zone 30 foot height limit per §18.12.040(a)
 Exceeds Allowed Floor Area (proposes 2.55 FAR)
○ CS Zone allows 1.0 FAR per §18.16.060(b)
○ R‐1 Zone allows 0.43 FAR per §18.12.040(a) for the sites in the project
 Exceeds Allowed Footprint (proposes 63%)
○ CS Zone allows 50% per §18.16.060(b)
○ R‐1 Zone allows 35% for multistory homes per §18.12.040(a)
 Eliminates Current Ban on Underground Garages in R‐1 per §18.12.060(e)
We respectfully request that Council insist that developers adhere to the zoning codes and make
use of
the tools that the city has provided to incentivize housing development.
Even though the letter centers on the project at 2951 ECR, the points raised are of extreme
relevance to many other projects that are being submitted to the city at breakneck speed. It is as
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though developers see a bonanza of exceptions that they can extract from the city to make a
killing. Building office spaces is the last thing we need. Building even a single one only makes the
jobs/housing imbalance worse. The real need for BMR and low cost housing is getting swept aside
under the pretext of more housing ‐ but what is being pushed is at market or luxury apartments,
etc. Is there any justification for this kind of switch‐a‐roo or priorities, except lining the pockets of
developers ? The following is a nice summary of what's on the city's books at the present time
and I would urge the City Council to stick with them ‐ no exceptions please. As the list below
points out, housing needs for at market and above market rates have been satisfied plenty
enough. What's conspicuously missing is the housing number for the BMR and low cost ‐ both
desperately needed. The council should focus on these and on these only.
Thank you.
Ranganath
Current Zoning Situation:
 Currently the city has a zoning code which is the law of the city.
 Recently the redevelopment of the old Compadres site and the old Olive Garden site were
approved
under the current zoning tools.
 The City has on its books the Housing Incentive Program which relaxes the building code to
incentivize developers to build housing.
 Recently 788 San Antonio was approved under the HIP with a few concessions.
 Additionally, last year the city brought back the controversial PC zoning (Planned Community
Zoning)
under a new name Planned Housing Zone.
 Even with all zoning for housing concessions, 2951 wants even more, ushering in a floodgate of
developers watching, waiting and wanting “more.”
 If developers believe Council is soft on code enforcement, developers will continue to waste
Staff,
Council and Commission time on projects that should never be entertained in the first place.
Context ‐ RHNA Goals:
Palo Alto has met or is close to meeting its RHNA allocation goals for market rate and above
market
rate housing for this last 8 year cycle. (We only have confirmed data from RHNA up through 2018
so
estimates based on city data have us at 117% of our goal.) Where we are woefully behind is the
production of Below Market Rate housing.
Every 8 years, ABAG‐‐working with the Housing Methodology Committee (HMC)‐‐distributes a
share of
the region’s housing need (RHNA) to cities throughout the Bay Area. This triggers the production
of a
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new Housing Element for our Comprehensive Plan which brings together city staff and community
members to review possible parcels and their zoning to make sure it’s possible to meet our
allocation.
The next housing work plan process begins in 2021 and will be seeking applicants.
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